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MARIJUANA GARDENS:
Tension between neighbors’
concern over violent crime,
patients’ right to grow pot

Boko Haram leader
Abubakar Shekau

On the other side
of the fence

Boko
Haram
allies itself
with IS
Oath from leader of Nigeria-based
militant group adds urgency
to counterterrorism efforts in Africa
By ERIC SCHMITT
NEW YO R K T I M ES

JOHN BURGESS / The Press Democrat

SITE OF SHOOTOUT: The region’s latest home-invasion robbery attempt over marijuana occurred Feb. 23 on Acacia Lane in east Santa Rosa where,
police say, this home was used as a grow house. A resident, who now faces cultivation charges, shot and killed a man trying to break down his door.
By JULIE JOHNSON

MAO, Chad — An oath of allegiance
from Boko Haram, the Nigeria-based
militant group, to the Islamic State on
Saturday reinforces Western fears that
the terrorist group is growing beyond its
base in Iraq and Syria, worries that have
prompted U.S. and allied commandos
to rush to train African
counterterrorism troops INSIDE
to fight extremists on the Suicide blasts
continent.
bearing Boko
The expanding effort Haram hallmarks
here on the edge of the kill 54 in Nigerian
Sahara to fight militan- city / A10
cies like Boko Haram
comes as the group has kidnapped schoolgirls, slaughtered thousands of people,
and has expanded its attacks from Nigeria
into Cameroon, Niger and Chad.
“When your neighbor’s house is burning, you have to put it out, because if not,
yours is next,” said Lt. Col. Brahim Mahanat, a Chadian army officer who spoke
during the Pentagon’s annual military
exercise with 1,200 African troops, U.S.
Army Special Forces and European commandos, which ends Monday.
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arilyn Holmes watched with concern as her
neighbor’s leafy green marijuana plants
first began inching over the tall fence and
their stinky odor spread through the west Santa
Rosa neighborhood.
Four years and four marijuana harvests later,
Holmes keeps adding to a pile of folders documenting phone calls to the Sonoma County Sheriff’s
Office, meetings with county officials and attempts
to talk with her neighbors about their marijuana
plants.
She views the pot garden as a nuisance that diminishes the quality of life on her street and puts the
whole neighborhood at risk of robbery, burglary and
other crimes.
“They have brought in a whole aura of suspicion
and discomfort among neighbors,” said Holmes, 72.
“There are legit uses, but I doubt that here.”
Her next-door neighbor says otherwise.
A woman, who identified herself only as Esther, said
her three adult daughters grow medical marijuana
with doctor recommendations. She pointed out that
other neighbors on the street grow marijuana as well
and she defended their right to do so, noting that they
say they’ve drawn no crime to the neighborhood.
“Only this woman has complained about the bad
smell,” Esther said in Spanish. “She’s complained
about everything.”
As marijuana cultivation has become an entrenched reality in North Coast neighborhoods,
residents, lawyers and policymakers are grappling
with the uneasy distinction between what’s legal and
what’s not.
On one side of the fence, residents complain they
are forced to live next to pot production facilities in
residential neighborhoods. On the other, people say
they are tending plants legally to treat real health
ailments, a use approved by California voters in 1996.

Bias in courts
not limited
to Ferguson
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON
and SHAILA DEWAN
NEW YO R K T I M ES

BETH SCHLANKER / The Press Democrat

INCREASINGLY COMMON: Santa Rosa Police Officer Rick Boehm works
at the Acacia Lane scene of the predawn shootout on Feb. 23. As marijuana
cultivation penetrates neighborhoods, residents and law enforcement agencies
often grapple with the distinction between legal and illegal growing.
LARGEST
RAID: Santa
Rosa police load
illegal marijuana
into a trailer
after a Sept. 26,
2012, raid
of 32 homes
off Moorland
Avenue netted
1,150 plants
and 96 pounds
of processed
marijuana.
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If the shooting of Michael Brown had
taken place about 500 yards to the southeast, he would have died not in Ferguson,
Mo., but in the neighboring city of Jennings. The court system there, which is
overseen by a white judge but has almost
exclusively black defendants, routinely
sends people to jail for
failure to pay minor traf- RELATED
fic fines, a new lawsuit Rally marks
alleges.
50 years since
Had the shooting oc- ‘Bloody Sunday’
curred 3½ miles to the in Selma, Ala.
north, the world’s atten- A3
tion might have turned to
the city of Florissant, where in 2013 the
police stopped black motorists at a rate
nearly three times their share of the population. Less than 4 miles to the northwest, in Calverton Park, court fines and
fees accounted for more than 40 percent
of the city’s general operating revenue
last year.
But it was Ferguson and its government
TURN TO FERGUSON, PAGE A13
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DID YOU REMEMBER?: Daylight
saving time began at 2 a.m. today;
clocks move forward 1 hour
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